We show how and why it makes sense to use a relational formalisation instead of the usual functional one in the treatment of term graphs. Special attention is paid to term graphs with bound variables, that have, to our knowledge, never been formalised with such a generality before.
Introduction
Term graphs have probably been introduced into the literature by Wadsworth [43] , the inventor of graph reduction, which is an important implementation technique for functional programming languages. Since then, term graphs have been used as an efficient implementation of terms, and various flavours of term graph rewriting have been investigated mainly as implementations of term rewriting. Interestingly, the flavour introduced by Wadsworth already implements λ-calculus, and is therefore concerned with bound variables.
Most of the term graph rewriting approaches studied in the recent literature, as for example in the book [38] , however, only implement conventional term rewriting systems [13] without any notion of variable binding, and never approach the expressivity of Klop's "Combinatory Reduction Systems" (CRSs) [29] .
An important reason for this is the shift towards categorical, "algebraic" methods of rewriting; graph reduction was defined only operational. For these algebraic approaches a notion of term graph homomorphism is necessary, and although many researchers have stated in their publications that they wanted to extend their respective approaches for being able to cover term graphs with bound variables and graph reduction, no such extensions have been forthcoming.
Only after having developed the first satisfactory approach to algebraic term graph rewriting with bound variables with the expressivity of CRSs in [21, 22] , we are able to see the reasons why this result has been delayed so long.
On one hand, a completely new, and far more abstract formalisation of term graphs with different kinds of variables was necessary as a basis for a manageable concept of homomorphisms. Even so, the proofs of the compositionality of the different properties of homomorphisms are extremely complicated. The fact that relation algebraic notation and concepts have been available to the author at the time of undertaking that task has brought a powerful tool to bear on a difficult problem, and we strongly feel that only since our treatment of term graphs with bound variables used relation algebraic notation from the beginning, we have been able to complete the proofs in a way that is still readable and at the same time sufficiently formal to support confidence in the correctness.
On the other hand, the algebraic approach to term graph rewriting itself [35, 27, 28, 31, 5] had to be extended, but that is outside the scope of the present article.
This paper provides a more gentle introduction to the fundamental rationale behind the relational formalisation of term graphs developed in [21, 22] , and goes on to extend this formalisation even more into the relational direction, opening up new application possibilities for this approach.
The motivation for our interest in term graph rewriting is due to the development of the graphically interactive program transformation system HOPS 1 [48, 19, 6] , which implements second-order rewriting of acyclic term graphs with bound variables.
Overview
After this introductory section, we first present a tutorial introduction to term graphs with bound variables in Sect. 2. There we give a more or less informal introduction to the design decisions that shape our formalisation of term graphs with bound variables.
Section 3 introduces the relation algebraic notation and concepts we are going to use for our formalisation of term graphs.
We then report the basic definitions concerning term graphs from [21, 22] in Sect. 4, however, we also adjust our formalism slightly towards later extensions and most notably provide a completely reworked treatment of intervals. Section 5 builds on this to present a generalisation of a simple version of term graph homomorphisms, now based on relations carrying explicit information about the images of metavariables, and not only on functions with implicit information as in [21, 22] . The main result is the presentation of a category of such explicit relations.
In Sect. 6 we show the ease with which the definitions of [21, 22] concerning matching of rule sides can be adapted to the new relational setting.
Gentle Introduction to Term Graphs
The purpose of this section is to motivate the way we formalise term graphs with bound variables.
Terms can be considered as trees, i.e., as a special kind of graphs, in a natural way, which we discuss in 2.1. We choose to introduce our view on variable binding and variable identity while still talking about trees, in order to present the unfamiliar aspects in front of a more familiar background.
From trees it is only a small step to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), taken in 2.2. We discuss some motivation for considering cyclic term graphs in 2.3. In 2.4, we sketch the framework of algebraic rewriting only for providing some background for a few concepts that will crop up later, and in 2.5 we motivate the move from functional to relational matchings from their use in rewriting.
Term Trees
Terms can be considered as labelled trees 2 Strictly speaking, a, b, * , + and − are node labels of nodes whose identifiers we do not care about, and the edges are labelled with the ordinal number corresponding to the position of their appearance in the drawing among the outgoing edges of their source node. This labelling is necessary because otherwise for example the following two trees would be indistinguishable, i.e., isomorphic (as graphs), while the corresponding terms a − b and b − a are clearly different:
The idea behind regarding terms as labelled trees is moving the structure of terms into the graph level, while leaving the contents in the node labels.
With ordinary terms, the only structure to be considered is the immediate constituent relation -or the relation between occurrences of function symbols (constructors) and their arguments -together with the argument ordering.
The node labels themselves do not reflect structure, but content.
When we move to the metaterms of CRSs or any kind of terms with bound variables, then, first of all, variable binding has to be considered. In the λ-term t 1 := λx. y, the variable x is not a subterm of t 1 ; the only nontrivial subterm is y. Therefore, in the tree representation there should be no node representing x. One way to achieve this was already used by Wadsworth, the inventor of graph reduction [43] , who would have represented t 1 by a two-node term graph with the root labelled "λx" and its successor "y": λx y
The problem with this approach is, that the variable binding, which is an essential ingredient of the structure of the λ-term, is not reflected in the structure of the graph, but has been coded into the node labels which originally should only carry structureindependent contents. The same effect results from working with de Bruijn indices. Here, the two nodes of the graph representing t 1 would be labelled "λ" and "y" respectively, whereas the tree for the λ-term λx. x, or λ1 in de Bruijn notation, would have "λ" and "1" respectively -again, the variable binding structure is coded into the node labels:
In all these approaches, the binding is derived from the node labels and other nonprimitive structure elements such as reachability.
A primitive binding concept cleanly separating structure from contents seems to appear only in the foundations of Bourbaki [9] . 3 There, "assemblages" are considered instead of terms, variables are all denoted by the symbol "2", i.e., there are no variable names, and variable binding is denoted by "liens", links drawn above the symbol sequence. 4 An example is λλ2 for what usually would be λ x . λ y . x.
From an abstract point of view, the "liens" of Bourbaki are an additional graph structure superimposed over the tree structure of terms. When moving from terms to term trees, this additional structure induces a second kind of edges between the original term tree nodes.
We draw these binding edges as dashed, usually curved, edges in our example graphs -only the underlying graph that does not consider binding is still a tree. The above example λ x . λ y . x then becomes: λ λ 2 This is the approach we want to follow here, and it means that we move the binding structure explicitly onto the graph level, thus introducing a primitive binding concept. We shall, however, use the label "x" instead of "2" for bound variables (at least in the λ-calculus).
Trying to represent more λ-terms as enriched term trees like that, one encounters a problem with multiple occurrences of variables. A bound variable that occurs several times is not really a problem, as the following enriched tree shows for the standard fixed point combinator
3 I am grateful to John Staples for this hint. 4 The rôle assigned to the "lettres" in the axioms can be interpreted as the view that, syntactically speaking, there are no free variables -"lettres" are something essentially different from the variables denoted by the symbol "2" which is only allowed to occur bound.
Here, variable nodes bound at the same λ-node belong to the same variable, the same way as in Bourbaki, and, as is generally the case in λ-calculus, different bound variables are bound at different λ-nodes.
There is, however, corresponding to the absence of unbound occurrences of "2" in Bourbaki, no way to distinguish different free variables -the subterm (f (x x)) of the Y -combinator represented as the subtree
obviously has lost some structure that had not been made explicit before, namely the structure of variable identity. If we proceed to add that structure to our graphs, too, we advance beyond Bourbaki in the homogeneity and universality of our approach.
Variable identity obviously has to be a partial equivalence relation on the tree nodes, and has to affect exactly the variable nodes. It can be seen as partitioning the set of all variable nodes into equivalence classes that can each be considered as one variable.
We shall usually not draw the reflexive part of variable identity, which can be deduced from the labels (i.e., every variable node stands in the relation of variable identity with itself), and only a skeleton of its irreflexive part. In the enriched tree corresponding to (f (x x)), the relation of variable identity thus partitions the three variable nodes into two variables corresponding to f and x respectively, the latter consisting of two variable nodes:
Variable identity should then also be made explicit for bound variables, and our term tree for the fixed point combinator changes to the following:
From Terms to DAGs
Identification of equal subterms is a means of efficiently representing terms in a data structure. This identification replaces several isomorphic subtrees by only one of them and redirects all edges that pointed to one of those subtrees to the selected copy, thus turning the tree into a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Applied to our introductory example, identification of the two b nodes yields: * − +
a b
The fixed point combinator offers even more sharing opportunities:
Noticeably, variable identity here becomes trivial again since we always have been able to share different variable nodes. An important point to be aware of is that bound variables can only be shared together with their binder, making the DAG drawn in the middle illegal:
The graph-theoretic formulation for the condition behind this effect is that binding has to be univalent and that the binder must always dominate any bound variables. For an analogous reason, different free variables may not be shared, either:
Although in this example all four DAGs are legal, the first two correspond to the term (f (x x)) containing two different variables as in the last section, while the last two correspond to the term (x (x x)) with only one variable -these are just different terms, so that there is no legal sharing step leading from one to the other.
In all the examples seen so far, sharing could make the variable identity trivial. This ceases to be the case as soon as we start to consider variables that are not zero-ary. The most prominent example of such variables are the metavariables of combinatory reduction systems.
The rule of β-reduction is usually written essentially as
with metavariables V 0 and V 1 , which are the parameters of CRS rules. For making its structure more explicit, we also present it in strict prefix notation with an explicit application symbol:
For representing rules, it will usually be necessary to have graphs (or trees) with more than one root; in the drawings we connect the sources of the rule sides with a thick arrow. As term forest resp. as term DAG the β-rule then takes the following shape:
No further sharing is possible, since the two different V 1 -nodes have different successors. Therefore, variable identity is in general not superfluous in term graphs.
Cyclic Term Graphs
Cyclic term graphs can be used to code recursion, and this has been done for quite some time in implementations of functional programming languages. Recently, the topic has become the subject of closer investigation in the context of rational term rewriting systems [26, 18, 12] .
Although HOPS always only accepted acyclic term graphs, we drop that restriction for our investigations and always include the possibility of cycles into our considerations. It turns out that this generality forces us to introduce extra concepts in cases where on acyclic graphs there is no need to differentiate. Thus the more general approach rewards us with deeper insight into the underlying structure of variable binding and variable identity.
Algebraic Term Graph Rewriting
Term graph rewriting has been introduced in the operational definition of graph reduction by Wadsworth [43] ; since the development of the algebraic approach to rewriting [15] , however, most new developments have come from within this algebraic approach.
The original version of the algebraic approach is founded upon the double-pushout rewriting scheme:
Here a rule L G -R transfers its rewriting information to an application graph A via two pushouts. However, all attempts to extend algebraic treatments of simple term graphs to term graphs with bound variables have been futile so far.
Only in [22] a variant of the algebraic approach that makes an algebraic treatment of graph reduction possible was developed, the so-called fibred approach to rewriting (see also [24] ).
The fibred approach is a heterogeneous approach in that the rule arrows and the vertical matching arrows may come from different subclasses of arrows of one underlying category; notably matchings themselves need not form a category in this approach; i.e., the composition of two matchings does not have to be a matching, too.
As an example rewriting step we show an application of the rule of β-reduction (the reduced redex starts at the right successor of the root node):
The schemavariables V 0 and V 1 have already been seen in the term graph rule for β-reduction in 2.2 above; the vertical matching homomorphisms map these schemavariables to intervals in their target graphs, i.e., parts of the graph starting at the immediate image node of the schemavariable node and ending before the image nodes of its successors -these intervals have to be restricted in various ways to avoid "capture of variables". New are the placeholders U 0 and U 2 in the intermediate graphs; these placeholders suffer almost no restriction as to their images under horizontal arrows.
The fibred rewriting step takes care to duplicate the part of the λ-body that is not "abstractable" in the nomenclature of Wadsworth just by virtue of the restriction posed on the possible vertical arrows.
Relational Matching
Above and in the literature, term graph morphisms are total functions between the node sets of graphs.
When regarding term graph rewriting as an implementation of term rewriting, however, and accordingly rewriting of our term graphs with bound variables as an implementation of CRSs, then the totality and also the univalence both turn out to induce major shortcomings.
The most important limitation of the approach of [21, 22] is that one term graph rule for β-reduction only implements the β-reduction of λI-calculus, where a bound variable has to occur in the body of every λ-abstraction. The λK-calculus, which is the λ-calculus usually employed today, does not know this restriction, so it might seem natural to introduce a special class of partial homomorphisms that solves this problem. Just consider the case of the β-reduction; which, when applied to a redex like (λx . y) z, yields a matching of nodes from the rule's left hand side into the redex tree that is not total, but only a partial function.
However, we can present an even more general, and, from the point of view of relational methods as well as from the point of view of implementing term rewriting systems, an also far more satisfying solution: Instead of just considering a special class of partial functions as term graph homomorphisms, we can consider a special class of general relations.
Essentially this is based on the following: Term graphs need not always guarantee maximal sharing, and so sometimes a term graph rule is not immediately applicable in a certain term graph while the corresponding term rule is applicable in the corresponding term -on the graph side, a sharing step frequently brings applicability, see e.g. [34] , where sharing steps are interleaved with rewriting steps in order to achieve confluence results for (first-order) term graph rewriting systems that are compatible to the behaviour of the corresponding term rewriting systems.
The underlying principle can be better understood when considering term trees instead of conventional terms; just consider the case of the β-reduction in the term tree context, and the following redex:
Here, the matching of tree nodes from the rule's left hand side into the redex tree is not univalent (it is impossible to select only one image for the bound variable because of variable control among other conditions -see Def. 6.2); it is only a relation.
This paper strives to find an appropriate concept of relational matching for general term graphs and introduces as its main contribution a concept of simple "underlying" term graph morphisms in Sect. 5 before adapting the full matching concepts of [21, 22] to the relational case in Sect. 6.
Relation Algebra
For the formal presentation we employ the ever more popular notation of relation algebra; we generally use a style akin to that of [37] , but in the notation of [10] . This section summarises the essential basics and a few not-so-trivial constructions. Most of the facts that are stated without proof have been taken from [37] .
The most important differences between our treatment and that of [37] are the following:
Vectors in [37] usually are row constants, while we use column constants, the same as in [46, 47] , which fit more intuitively into the left-to-right way of denoting relational multiplication.
We also usually provide "typing" for our relations, and for this we use the Z-notation [39] for introducing properties of relations at the same time, for example for univalent relations (partial functions, " →") or mappings (total functions, "→"). The symbol " " serves to denote an arbitrary but fixed one-element set.
Besides that, we shall use Z-notation for writing quantifications and logical operations on the meta level; for set-comprehension, too, we employ Z-notation, which uses the pattern "{ signature | predicate • term }" instead of the otherwise frequently observed pattern "{ term | predicate }". So we have for example
If the predicate is constantly true, then we can also just write "{ signature • term }" in accordance to common Z usage. Quantification uses the same patterns; here most frequently the predicate is omitted, so we have for example ∀x :
In proofs where space is tight and the context clear, we omit the typing in the signature and just introduce the bound variables, as in ∀R, S • R S R. For application of a (usually relation-valued) function f to an argument x, instead of the mathematical "f(x)" we use: "f.x", and we also stick to the convention that this function application has higher syntactical priority than all other operators. This convention together with the notation from [10] that introduces " ; " for relational composition also opens the way to multi-letter symbols, since juxtaposition now has no meaning.
Finally we normally need the point axiom (Def. 3.4), thus essentially staying in the realm of concrete relation algebras. We therefore shall not explicitly mention the use of the point axiom.
Nevertheless we introduce all notation from the point of view of abstract relation algebra, since the component free way of arguing usually allows more compact formalisations and proofs, and even when resorting to points a homogeneous style is preserved.
Elementary Relation Algebra
The basic notations are as follows: Definition 3.1 A (heterogeneous) relation algebra is a self-dual category where the homset from A to B is denoted A ↔ B; for two relations R : A ↔ B and S : B ↔ C, we denote their composition with R ; S, and for an object A of the category, I= I A denotes the identity relation.
Furthermore every homset A ↔ B has to be a complete atomic boolean algebra with union " ", intersection " ", negation " ", inclusion " ", zero element ⊥ ⊥ = ⊥ ⊥ A↔B and universal element = A↔B . The dual arrow R`: B ↔ A for an arrow (relation) R : A ↔ B is also called the converse (or transposed) relation, and the Dedekind rule
and the Tarski rule R = ⊥ ⊥ ⇒ ; R ; = hold.
The modal rules are direct consequences of (and equivalent to) the Dedekind rule:
Also equivalent to the Dedekind rule the Schröder equivalences hold:
Concepts like univalence can be formulated within relation algebra:
Definition 3.2 (Special heterogeneous relations) For any A : U ↔ V we define the following concepts: The following properties will be used in proofs without special mentioning, at most noting, e.g., the univalence of a relation concerned: A relation v with ; v = v is called vector and can be seen to denote a subset of its codomain. A vector that is a mapping is called a point and can be seen to denote an element of its codomain. For the one-element set , every relation in ↔ A is a vector and every mapping in → A is a point. We assume throughout the validity of the following additional axiom:
The point axiom is the following proposition:
"For every relation R = ⊥ ⊥ there are two points x and y such that x`; y R."
The two following vector-related laws are elementary for practical proofs, so that we do not need to indicate their use: 
Restriction of a relational product by intersection with a vector is therefore equal to the product of the two relations where just the second one is intersected with the vector; that vector has of course be adapted to its new type by multiplication with a universal relation. Whenever R : A ↔ A for an appropriate A, then R is called a homogeneous relation.
:⇔ R RR is an equivalence relation :⇔ R is a reflexive, transitive and symmetric For a homogeneous relation R : A ↔ A, its transitive closure is denoted by R + and its reflexive transitive closure by R * . Using the supremum of sets of relations and Z-style set comprehension we can, for example, write:
Termination
Every homogeneous relation can be considered to be the associated relation of a (simple) directed graph, i.e. the relation that associates one node x with another node y exactly if there is an edge from x to y. Here the question about infinite paths corresponding to infinite processes in transition graphs arises. For a detailed exposition see [37, Section 6.3] . The first concept to be introduced here corresponds to the question about the existence of paths of arbitrary length:
R is therefore progressively bounded if and only if for every node the length of the R-paths leaving that node is upwards bounded, since then for every node a natural number k exists such that there is no path of length k starting in that node. However, there still need not exist infinite paths in a relation that is not progressively bounded For distinguishing whether there are infinite paths in a graph we need the following concept:
The initial part J(R) : ↔ V of a homogeneous relation R : V ↔ V is defined as:
The initial part is therefore the vector containing exactly those points from which no infinite paths (according to R) start. A. Through induction we can show that, if B is univalent or injective and surjective, generally
holds. Since for progressively bounded B we have: {k : N • B k ; } = , we obtain:
If the progressively bounded relation B is univalent or bijective and X A B ; X holds, then X B * ; A holds, too.
For the opposite inclusion X A B ; X trivially X A holds, and generally we can prove X ( {k :
A for every j ∈ N. Therefore we have without restriction:
Putting the two together we obtain
Lemma 3.13
If the progressively bounded relation B is univalent or bijective, then the equality X = A B ; X implies X = B * ; A.
Relational Specification of Products and Sums
Direct products (of the subcategory of total functions) can neatly be characterised with relation algebraic means:
Definition 3.14 (Direct Product) For two relations π : P ↔ A and ρ : P ↔ B we call the triple (P, π, ρ) direct product for A and B if the following conditions are fulfilled:
The surjective mappings π and ρ are called the natural projections of this product.
Since the types we use for our relations usually represent sets and we are restricted to concretely representable relations anyway, we usually employ products of the shape (A × B, π A×B , ρ A×B ) and call this simply A × B. When using for example π A×B without any explanation, then such a product is implied. When the products used can be inferred from the context, we also use plain "π" and "ρ". For total functions F and G the expression F ; π` G ; ρ`corresponds to function pairing, the universal arrow in the category theoretic product construction. In relation algebra one can see the names "fork" [7] or "tupeling" used for this together with the notation "F ∇G". Since we shall need the converse of such an expression about equally often and since F G := (F`∇G`)`does not seem to be a very appropriate notation, we rather orient our notation at the direction of writing from left to right instead bottom up as "∇":
Definition 3.16
The parallel composition
Sometimes we need the natural isomorphisms between products nested to triples, i.e. the bijection :
and its inverse =`. Furthermore, for commuting pairs we use : A × B ↔ B × A with := ρ, π . We also define a few "shuffling" operations we shall frequently need later as functions from relations to relations:
is defined by .R := πÀ ×B ; R, ρ A×B C×B . A few useful shuffling properties are the following:
Finally we present the relation algebraic characterisation of the direct sum -the dual to the direct product: 
The injective mappings ι and κ are called the natural injections of this sum.
Usually, we use direct sums of the shape (A + B, ι, κ) and do not differentiate the injections of different sums, since these are usually clear from the context.
We still need some notation for the dual to relation pairing: 
Symmetric Quotients and Element Relations
The symmetric quotient of two relations Q : X ↔ Y and R : X ↔ Z in [37] (see also [8] So we transpose the first argument, and we have syQ(A, B) = A`B . The main advantage of our notation is that the types better fit into the flow of the linear notation.
Lemma 3.20
The symmetric quotient has the following properties (let F be a total function and Q be a bijective total function):
Symmetric quotients can be used to define and manipulate element relations and subsets inside relation algebra:
The element relation ∈ : X ↔ P(X) for a set X is characterised by the following properties:
i) ∈`∈ I ii) Q ∈ is total for every relation Q : T ↔ X, i.e., Q ∈ ; = .
When there are several element relations available in one context, we employ the notational convention of using ∈ P(X) : X ↔ P(X). Since A ↔ B is the same as
Lemma 3.23
For every element relation ∈ : X ↔ P(X) and every relation R :
representing it in the following way:
Sequences
Although sequences can be treated entirely within relation algebra through the use of relators and their fixed points (see e.g. [3, 4] ), we do not want to burden the reader with those advanced concepts and just provide a simple generic interface to sequences without bothering about ways to define it. For a set A we denote the set of finite sequences of elements of A as A * , and we provide the following (generic) relations:
Here "empty" and "cons" resp. "empty" and "snoc" can be used as constructors, i.e., there ranges partition their target:
; empty ; cons = ⊥ ⊥ ; empty ; snoc = ⊥ ⊥ ; empty ; cons = ; empty ; snoc = "cons", considered as a constructor functions, constructs a sequence from a first element and a rest sequence, and "snoc" constructs a sequence from an initial sequence segment and a last element. "conc" stands for concatenation of sequences, and "prefix" and "suffix" can be defined from "conc": 
Relational Formalisation of Term Graphs
The first clear theoretical foundation for higher-order rewriting of term graphs with variable binding has been presented in [22] , with details of the proofs in [21] Building on a novel definition of term graphs with primitive notions of variable binding and variable identity, a concept of homomorphism has been developed avoiding "capture of variables" and catering for multiple instances of metavariables. Rewriting of these term graphs within the algebraic approach required a new extension that is interesting in itself, the fibred approach to rewriting. As one result we obtained the first algebraic characterisation of graph reduction.
In this section, we present the central definitions of [22] together with some motivation and a few important results; more details and all proofs are contained in [21] .
In 4.1 we present our new class of term graphs with bound variables. 4.2 discusses paths in these term graphs and encapsulation of nodes by binders. 4.3 introduces a new, more abstract treatment of intervals and related concepts. Finally we present correspondences between intervals in 4.4.
Term Graphs with Bound Variables
We introduce a new class of node-and edge-labelled term graphs that additionally caters for variable binding. For that purpose we first divide the node labels into labels for constant constructors (these include what is usually called function symbols and constant symbols, but also binding constructors-they are called constant only in contrast to variable), for bindable variables and for metavariables in a similar manner as in CRSs. The arity of constructors is taken care of by a relation from node labels to edge labels, which prescribes the leaving edges for every node. In contrast to other term graph formalisms, this relation may prescribe successors for certain variable labels.
We organise the label sets and arity information into an abstract structure:
• N is the set of node labels with a partition into the label vectors k for constant constructors, v b for object (or bindable) variables, v s for schemavariables and v p for placeholder variables; • E is the set of edge labels, and • E : N ↔ E is the label compatibility relating every node label to certain edge labels.
Schemavariables and placeholder variables are subsumed under the name of metavariables. In the sequel, we always assume a fixed graph alphabet. The graphs we are now going to introduce are a variant of conventional term graphs, but with the additional structure of variable binding and variable identity. Whereas conventional term graphs can be seen as representing the terms used in conventional term rewriting systems, our graphs emulate the metaterms of CRSs.
Edge labels yield an abstraction from the order of successors frequently used in the literature. Edges are not included as primitive objects, but can be obtained as pairs of nodes and edge labels. The binding mechanism and the variable identity, both of which are derived entities in most formalisms, are considered primitive here-a similar primitive binding concept seems to appear only in the foundations of Bourbaki [9] . This is far more abstract than working with de Bruijn indices, for example, and proves extremely beneficial to the investigation of bound variables within term graphs.
Therefore, we design our graphs to include not only node set, labelling and successor function, but furthermore a partial binding function from some bindable variable nodes to constant nodes (the binders), and a partial equivalence relation on variable nodes representing variable identity. The binding function has to be dominating in the graph theoretic sense, i.e., if a bound variable node is reachable from another node, then the latter is either reachable from the node binding the variable, or the binding node lies on every path from the node in question to the variable node. The variable identity must be compatible with the labelling and binding functions. Variable labels are not names-they only distinguish different kinds of variables. Nameless 0-ary metavariables for term graph rewriting have been in use since [41] ; nameless bound variables are only possible because of the explicit binding function, and nameless metavariables with successors because of variable identity; thus we eliminate any need for α-conversion.
Definition 4.2 A graph is a tuple (V, M, S, D, B, W ), where
• V is the node set, When drawing our graphs, however, we do not depict all this information explicitly. Instead we stick to the intuitive representation already used in Sect. 2 that allows to reconstruct the precise graph definition when necessary. The associated relation has been included in the definition only for convenience.
Paths and Encapsulation
A sequence of edge labels corresponds to the concept of "positions" of term rewriting or "occurrences" in [44] ). Together with a starting node, such a sequence turns into a path, and using the successor relation we can follow these paths: The path concatenation Pconc : (V × E * ) × E * ↔ V × E * simply concatenates a concrete path with an abstract path: Pconc = ; (I conc) . 
The encapsulation C : V ↔ V is the relation from the binding nodes to the encapsulated ones:
The encapsulation-free reachability relation ∆ : V ↔ V holds for nodes x and y exactly when y is reachable from x via a path on which no node encapsulates x:
The encapsulation relation C, which is derived from the concepts of binding and (local) freeness of variables, turns out to be extremely important in the sequel. Later we shall need the requirement that every node is reachable from an unencapsulated node: An interesting and important fact is then the following: Theorem 4.9 (Acyclic Encapsulation) Let G be an encapsulation-free based graph, then the encapsulation relation is acyclic, i.e., C + I= ⊥ ⊥ holds.
Proof : Since C is irreflexive, we only need to consider C + C. Let α 1 , . . . , α n be a sequence of n ≥ 2 nodes that cyclically encapsulate their successors, i.e., for all 1 ≤ i < n the inclusion α i+1 α i C holds, and in addition α 1 α n C, implying
Let β be an unencapsulated node from which α 1 is reachable. Since α 1 α n C there is a variable free below α 1 that is bound by α n , therefore every path from β to α 1 passes α n , since otherwise β would be encapsulated by α n . Hence α n is reachable from β.
Via the nodes α n−1 to α 1 the argument can be continued analogously, so that finally every path from β to α n also must pass α 1 . From this, however, it would follow in contradiction to the assumption that there is no finite path from β to α 1 .
A useful consequence of this theorem is that C is regressively finite on encapsulationfree based graphs.
From now on, we shall tacitly restrict all graphs to be encapsulation-free based.
Intervals
Since we have schemavariables that are to correspond to the metavariables of CRSs, we need a concept that is appropriate to serve for their homomorphic images, i.e., we have to delimit parts of the graph from the top as well as from the bottom, yielding a concept of inner nodes. Here, however, we have to be extremely careful in cyclic graphs, where it turns out to be reasonable to let the inner nodes stop short of those nodes that encapsulate the upper border (for an example of these self-encapsulation borders see the picture below). Therefore we define two concepts of inner nodes that coincide on acyclic graphs, a "raw " version and a refined version; they correspond to the two separate concepts of intervals and sections in [21, 22] . In the raw view, the inner nodes of an interval are simply those reachable from the upper border via a path that does not touch the lower border. In the refined view, these paths must not touch self-encapsulation borders, either. The following picture shows on the left two different drawings of the same interval in the same cyclic graph; the λ-node encapsulates the upper border of the interval so that the vector of the inner nodes (in the raw view) of that interval cannot really be treated independently. On the right there is another graph that corresponds to the first one in that the cycle has been broken up by an abstraction that is operated on by a fixed point combinator. Usually the two representations would be considered to be equivalent. But to our theory they are very different. This can be seen most prominently when looking at the "skeletons" of the two intervals, where the skeleton of an interval is the vector of those inner nodes that lie on paths from the upper to the lower border (see also Def. 4.14). In the left graph the skeleton contains all inner nodes except the bound variable, while in the right graph in contains only the upper border itself. For any definition of rewriting, these skeletons require special attention, and so the current state of affairs that two essentially equivalent graphs have so fundamentally differing skeletons is unsatisfactory. The key concept to the solution of this problem is the following: From now on, we shall almost always use Inner to calculate the inner nodes of intervals -on acyclic graphs, there is no difference, and on cyclic graphs, RawInner does not make much sense except under very special circumstances.
The interval a is called a segment, iff a is closed under encapsulation, i.e., a ; C a. The following definition is essential for avoiding extra copying of e.g. the bodies of λ-abstractions in β-reductions. Wadsworth enabled efficient graph reduction by clarifying the necessary distinctions [43] . There, the parts outside what we are going to call skeletons are called "abstractable" (since Wadsworth only had bodies of λ-abstractions as intervals, he did not need an independent notion of intervals). The encapsulation skeleton is a generalisation of that concept, and the simple skeleton is a restriction we shall need for characterising "acyclic" homomorphisms: 
For segments, a more concise definition of the encapsulation skeleton is possible: EncSkel Segment`; = Skel ; C * Segment`; . Finally, we provide an auxiliary relation for paths through intervals: Definition 4.15 For a graph G, the relation T G : I G × E ↔ V × E * associates with every interval i and edge label e exactly those paths that start at the upper border of i, and end at a node of the lower border of i for e:
Note that there is no restriction that those paths should only run over inner nodes here. We now prove a few facts about T that will be useful later: 
Correspondences
We have introduced intervals and segments for acting as images of metavariables from the next section on. We have already seen in 2.2 that parallel metavariablesaccording to Def. 4.2 in fact only parallel schemavariables -can occur. Whenever there are several schemavariable nodes connected by the variable identity, we have to compare the image segments of these nodes. One might be tempted to ask for a restricted form of isomorphy, but it turns out that we may demand only isomorphy up to identification. The additional terms in the preservation of successors provide for the lower borders of the segments and for the self-encapsulation borders that are excluded from the inner nodes of the segments, too. It is relatively easy to see that for a correspondence H, its converse H`is also a correspondence. Also the identity relation restricted to the inner nodes of a segment obviously is a correspondence.
Definition 4.17
For proving composability of correspondences we need a few preparations: A central property essentially following from encapsulation respect is the following commutativity of correspondences with binding paths. This kind of property which is simply stated but hard to prove and heavily relies on the domination of variable binding together with the successor preservation of the relation involved is very typical for term graphs with bound variables.
The proof proceeds via a detailed case analysis and relies heavily on the domination property of the variable binding. Together with the involved definition of binding paths that employs acyclicity this would blow up a fully calculational presentation of the proof to unmanageable size and complexity. We therefore present a "mixed style" proof in conventional meta-level predicate-logic style, introducing variables for points as needed and doing relational calculation where feasible: The occurrences of ⊥ ⊥ result from the fact that inner nodes, lower borders and self-encapsulation borders are mutually exclusive. 
ix) Preservation of variables: analogously to binding preservation. x) Preservation of non-locally bound variables:
This composability together with the convertibility of correspondences and the simple identical correspondences shows that on a fixed graph, segments with injective lower borders together with correspondences form a self-dual category -associativity of the composition of correspondences is preserved from the associativity of relational composition. The existence of a correspondence between segments with injective lower borders therefore is an equivalence relation. Furthermore, correspondences between two segments form a complete lattice; the composition of two minimal correspondences however is not always minimal.
Explicit Relations between Term Graphs
Corresponding to substitutions in the context of conventional term rewriting, or valuations in that of CRSs, we need a concept of homomorphisms in graphs. Some places mention that the application of valuations yields homomorphisms between metaterms in CRSs, but there rarely is an explicit definition of such homomorphisms. Actually, for different rôles in the rewriting step, our term graphs require different notions of structure preserving morphisms -see 2.4.
In this section we concentrate on the common substrate of these different kinds of morphisms, on the underlying category that provides the crucial composition definition.
Conventionally, term graph homomorphisms are subject to conditions restricted to the constant nodes-these explicitly include bound variables in the few places where bound variables are mentioned in this context [40, 33] . For the corresponding definition here, the conditions are restricted to at least constant nodes and bindable variables. Of course we have to add conditions for binding and variable identity; we then obtain what we call embeddings.
In contrast to the embedding concept of [21, 22] , however, we shall give a more general foundation in this paper.
The approach to homomorphisms from one graph G 1 to another graph G 2 , that has been pursued in [21, 22] is based on considering total functions between the respective node sets, i.e.,on relations of type
For making the essential difference between matching a constant node and matching a metavariable clearer, in this paper we shall consider relations between the node set of G 1 on one hand and either nodes or intervals in G 2 on the other hand.
Explicit Relations -Definition and Basic Properties
With what has been said above, it is clear that the image type of matchings should be a direct sum, see Def. 3.18. Therefore, we define:
An explicit relation between two graphs G 1 and G 2 is a relation Φ : Obviously, Φ is a function if and only if Φ is a function, and Φ is total if and only if Φ is total. Furthermore, Φ 0 Φ always holds. In [21, 22] the starting point for considering term graph homomorphisms was a total function F : V 1 → V 2 between the node sets of two graphs. In the setting of this paper, F corresponds to Φ .
The vector ; κ ; Φ`is called the vector of active metavariables since only these metavariables are related to intervals.
We now list the "obvious" homomorphism conditions for our term graphs with bound variables, generalising the naming conventions in [21, 22] , where an embedding is a total function F with all properties of Def. 5.2 holding for its restriction to outside active metavariables. The only difference is that here we had to move preservation of the distinctness of equally bound variables into Def. 6.2 -in the context of univalent embeddings that property is compositional, but not anymore for general relations.
Embeddings preserve structure only outside active metavariables, and there the conditions are similar to conventional homomorphism conditions, only the special circumstances of partiality of the constant part together with the restrictive environment of term graphs in comparison to general graphs require a shape of the conditions that exposes the fact that with term graphs, the structure that is absent is almost as important as the structure that is present: 
Proof : With the univalence of the labelling we get Φ0 ; M 1 = Φ0 ; M 1 ; I M 2 ; I= M 2 , and from this the statement follows with Schröder.
While the embedding properties are exactly those conditions a function has to fulfill for being appropriate as a simple term graph homomorphism, for relations, and notably explicit relations, there is more that can go wrong. Accordingly we have to restrict explicit relations to an intuitive notion of "appropriateness":
An explicit relation Φ from G 1 to G 2 is appropriate, iff i) only metavariables are related to intervals: ; κ ; Φ` ; (v s v p ) ; M1 ; if equality holds, then Φ is called fully explicit, ii) variables related to intervals are disjoint from the constant part:
; κ ; Φ`; W 1 ; Φ0 , iii) the lower borders of image intervals of metavariables are contained in the images of the corresponding successors of the original nodes, i.e.,
An appropriate embedding that acts as a counterexample for equality of Def. 5.4 iii) is easily constructed -we only draw Φ :
pa pa
From the definition of the relational sum (Def. 3.19) the following two properties are obvious from Def. 5.4 i) and ii):
For every graph G, the explicit relation ι : V → V + I has the full identity I V on the nodeset of G as its constant part, and therefore obviously is an appropriate embedding from G to G. A fully explicit identity on G is
Proof of the appropriateness and embedding properties is trivial.
Conversion between Plain and Explicit Relations
The reverse direction to Φ , that is to calculate Φ :
between node sets and a vector p : ↔ V 1 of active metavariables, in general can only yield a reliable result if F p`; (corresponding to Φ ; κ`) is univalent, and then we could use
If Φ ; κ`is univalent, then we obtain the inclusion <Φ > ; κ ; Φ` Φ:
The equality <Φ > ; κ ; Φ`= Φ holds if Def. 5.4 iii) is an equality for Φ, as can be seen from the proof.
On the other hand, (<F > p ) = F is comparatively easy to see and does not even depend on the univalence of F :
Composition of Explicit Relations
Composition of explicit relations that are both not univalent obviously poses difficult problems with respect to the choice of the lower borders of image intervals.
One reason we nevertheless present a first stab at this subject here is that we want to show a few more involved definitions that lead the relational notation to the borderline of what is manageable for human beings.
The key auxiliary function takes an explicit relation and gives as result an induced relation between the paths in the two graphs:
For an explicit relation Φ :
as the smallest relation satisfying the following three conditions: i) empty paths with their starting points related by the immediate image relation Φ are related by Φ 1 , ii) if a path in G 1 ending in a node that is treated as a constant by Φ is related to a path in G 2 , then the prolongations of these two paths are related by Φ 1 if their respective endpoints are related by the immediate image relation Φ , and iii) if a path p 1 in G 1 ending in a node v that is treated as a variable by Φ is related to a path p 2 in G 2 , then the prolongation of p 1 by some edge label e is related to the catenation of p 2 with those paths that go through the image of v leaving at the lower border for e, if the respective endpoints of the prolonged paths are related by the immediate image relation Φ . Spelled out relationally, these conditions correspond to the following inclusions:
Such a relation exists, since these conditions give rise to a continuous (wrt. the inclusion ordering " ") relation functional, of which Φ 1 is then the least fixed point and can be iteratively approximated, allowing the inductive proofs below.
For giving a better intuition of how the relation algebraic formalisation of condition (iii) above relates to the prose version, we draw a hypergraph showing all the objects and relations involved in the first term of the relation algebraic formalisation. This diagram can actually be seen as another representation of that term; for a formal treatment of these diagrams and how to use them in proofs see [23] .
We shall need two simple properties of Φ 1 :
For the third condition of Def. 5.6, the same steps can be applied. ii) Obvious from Def. 5.6.
Building on this path relation, we want to find a way that lifts an explicit relation between two graphs to a relation between intervals on the two graphs. The crucial idea is that we want to restrict the lower border nodes for an image of an interval to those images of the corresponding lower border of the original interval that are reachable from the upper border of the image interval by a path that is an image of a path through the original interval, i.e., by a path that is via Φ 1 related to that path through the original interval.
First we define an auxiliary relation that relates an interval to triples of candidates for upper borders together with an edge label for the lower border and an appropriate lower border node that is reachable from the upper border via a path that is related by Φ 1 to a path through the source interval to a lower border node for the same edge label:
For later proofs we shall need the following properties:
For constructing the lower borders of intervals from Φ x we have to reshuffle the typing so that we can use the symmetric quotient for the transition to relation values, and then we have to reshuffle again for obtaining our desired result type; in addition we have to ensure that only intervals are formed that have an appropriate upper border -the symmetric quotient happily forms empty lower borders for arbitrary unrelated upper border nodes, while only those intervals can be accepted that have image nodes of the original upper border as their upper borders; these then can also have empty lower borders under appropriate circumstances:
With Φ 2 we still have no insurance that there is no intrusion of unwanted lower borders from what could be seen as overlapping interval images, but whenever Φ is univalent we are on the safe side, otherwise Φ 2 still is a plausible starting point e.g. for interactive refinement.
The following properties will be used later:
In spite of the incomplete reliability of Φ 2 , we can use it anyway for defining a composition of explicit relations:
Let an explicit relation Φ from G 1 to G 2 and another explicit relation Ψ from G 2 to G 3 be given. Then (Φ 
ii) Distributivity of immediate image:
Comparatively easy is then the proof of the embedding properties of the composition: And for the second part of the disjunction:
A stronger condition than Φ0 ; Φ 0 ; Ψ 0 ; Ψ 0 ; is for example that all images of Φ 0 are constants for Ψ, i.e., ; Φ 0 ; Ψ0. One way to ensure this universally is to restrict appropriate embeddings to be fully explicit, since then
Proofs of the identity properties of Θ for ( o 9 ) are technically involved, but essentially simple; so we do not present them here.
The key for the associativity of ( o 9 ) is the distributivity of the explicit path relation, i.e., (Φ o 9 Ψ) 1 = Φ 1 ; Ψ 1 , which only is assured to hold if Φ and Ψ are half-coherent. We leave out the lengthy proofs of associativity, too, but altogether we obtain: If attention is restricted to graphs with only 0-ary metavariables and without bindable variables, and at the same time to total functions, the morphisms of Rel-TGV exactly correspond to the homomorphisms to be found in the term graph literature.
However, our approach to term graph morphisms is novel first in that it extends to term graphs with bound variables and with metavariables with successors, and second that it is generalised to relations.
This category Rel-TGV can now be used as the underlying category for a heterogeneous algebraic definition of term graph rewriting as sketched in 2.4. This then allows for more flexibility with the choice of the horizontal and vertical arrows than the old approach based only on total functions.
Homomorphy
In this section we propose a selection for the vertical arrows in the rewriting scheme; i.e., for the matching homomorphisms from the rule sides into application graphs.
In 6.1 we introduce fittings that specialise embeddings to avoid "variable capturing", and homomorphisms that make sure that different nodes of one schemavariable are matched onto equivalent graph segments in the target.
While [21, 22] only discussed total functions for this purpose, we base the discussion here on the "explicit relations" of the last section. The presentation of fittings and homomorphism does not get noticeably more complicated, and the extra effort pays back through the added generality.
In 6.2 we make a brief excursion discussing what categories of such homomorphisms still exist, and in 6.3 we give a sufficient condition for a homomorphism to be determined uniquely by the images of the base (or root) of its source.
Transfer of the CRS Redex Concept to Term Graphs
In CRSs, the (meta-)term resulting from applying a valuation to a metaterm is sometimes called a kind of homomorphic image. If one was to specify this kind of homomorphism explicitly, greatest attention had to be paid to what is commonly called "capture of variables". Embeddings turn out to be far too weak to encompass this condition that capturing of variables is forbidden.
As binding and variable identity are primitive notions here, in contrast to the situation in λ-calculi, CRSs and HORSs [45, 32] , where they are derived concepts, we have to be far more explicit about "variable capturing". When starting from embeddings, we have to introduce additional restrictions that mostly are concerned with the interplay between the morphisms and the inner nodes of the metavariable's image intervals. Therefore we first introduce a few more abbreviations: Definition 6.1 For an explicit relation Φ : V 1 ↔ (V 2 + I 2 ) between two graphs G 1 and G 2 we shall use the following abbreviations:
is the image closure of Φ -note that for place holder variables we use the raw view concerning inner nodes. (We shall not need place holders in this paper; they play a special rôle in the rewriting process -see 2.4. We make the distinctions just for completeness' sake.) Here it already becomes obvious why we chose to use explicit relations between two graphs rather than simple relations between the two node sets: In the latter case, when switching from functions to relations, the definition of image closure and skeletons would present problems. Consider a metavariable that has multiple images, and at least one of the successors has images, too. Then, what we would want to understand as multiple image intervals of that metavariable might overlap, and an appropriate definition of the image closure would be impossible. At first, it would seem to be a sensible restriction to demand that the relation is univalent on metavariables with successors that have images; in this case, the definition from [21, 22] carries over without any problems. However, in the general case this would be an unnatural restriction, and, as we shall see in the following, working with explicit relations does not complicate matters for functions, and we can use explicit relations to obtain a smooth transition to relations.
An additional source of complication are the facts that we do not want to restrict ourselves to acyclic graphs or to rooted graphs. Nevertheless we have been able to formulate a set of conditions that together prohibit variable capturing and that can be preserved by composition. An embedding fulfilling all these conditions is called a fitting. The condition of encapsulation unity is necessary for avoiding that different sources of G 1 are "torn apart" by Φ, i.e., put into disjoint binding contexts. Encapsulation consistency serves essentially the same purpose as the restriction to spine-acyclic redexes in [1] , but is more general and more fine-grained. In acyclic graphs it is a consequence of encapsulation unity.
So far we have not taken care of multiple instances of schemavariables. But we have already introduced the tool for comparing image segments in 4.4. The existence of a correspondence between the image segments of the nodes of a parallel schemavariable is a good basis for finally defining homomorphisms:
A homomorphism is a fitting Φ, for which for every two segments in the target graph that are images of nodes contained in the same active schemavariable, i.e., for every two segments which stand in the relation κ ; Φ`; W 1 ; Φ ; κ`, there is a correspondence between these two segments.
At least under certain circumstances care has also to be taken to deal with nonunivalent lower borders of intervals; these should usually be share-able. The appropriate concept from [21, 22] is that of "resolution", but we leave it aside for the time being since we shall not give the details of the rewriting step anyway.
Composition
Although we have seen in 2.4 that no category of fittings is needed for the kind of rewriting we have in mind, it is still interesting to see whether the homomorphism concept as defined above gives rise to a category, since that would be in support of our claim that the homomorphism conditions we stipulate are natural, i.e., give rise to an appropriate concept of "structure preserving mappings" of our term graphs with bound variables.
Finding a category of homomorphisms is far more complicated than for embeddings. First of all we need an additional condition to forbid the introduction of cycles in the target that had not been present in the source: 
I.
Now the problem is that acyclicity is necessary to be able to prove the fitting properties for the composition of two functional fittings (under the additional assumptions that either schemavariables are at most unary or all graphs are CRS-patterns -otherwise coherence is the first property to fail under composition), but this composition itself is not generally acyclic again.
So we need additional conditions to ascertain that, and we could either restrict ourselves to acyclic graphs or to functional fittings without schemavariables in the images of active schemavariables ("definitive" fittings, related to "ground substitutions").
According to this scenario, we obtain four kinds of categories of functional fittings; the proofs are essentially the same, but extremely involved and cover some 20 pages in [21] .
These fitting categories all can be restricted to categories of homomorphisms, but without the restriction to CRS-patterns additional pretty strong conditions are necessary to prohibit situations like in the following picture, where the lower border of one schemavariable image has been identified into what should be its inner nodes, thus disrupting the existence of a correspondence: One of the contributions of [22] is, however, to have shown that such a category of homomorphisms is not required for the rewriting mechanism, so that all these restrictions do not really hurt -see also 2.4. (A similar insight can be found in [5] .) Nevertheless, in being able to define a category of functional homomorphisms between term graphs with bound variables, avoiding the capture of bound variables and ensuring corresponding images for parallel schemavariables, we have shown that our homomorphisms indeed satisfactorily preserve the structure of our term graphs.
A problem that remains to be solved is how to find such homomorphisms, which can, in general, be pretty hard. We now turn to a special case that can be useful even in automated contexts.
Unique Encapsulation
The problem whether there is a relational homomorphism Φ of a term graph rewriting rule's left-hand side into a given application graph, limited to the case where the images of the rule sources are given, is decidable and finitary on finite graphs, i.e., it has mostly finitely many solutions. 5 However, in several contexts, such as automatic reduction, one would prefer a unitary matching problem, i.e. a matching problem with at most one solution.
Under certain circumstances Φ is in fact determined by the images of the rule sources in the application graph. An example is the condition imposed on left-hand rule sides in CRSs [29] , namely that all successors of every schemavariable are different bound variables.
The condition of unique encapsulation, a version of which is employed in HOPS, is strictly weaker than that. This condition is aimed at the fact that for uniquely determining the image of a schemavariable it suffices (in first approximation) to have a parallel schemavariable node encapsulated by some binding node, when the paths from the tip to that binder, from there to the parallel schemavariable node in question and from that node to the bound variable are already determined.
In earlier versions of HOPS, this is still relatively simple in view of the restriction to at most unary schemavariables; in its full generality we have to formulate a complex recursion over the path structure, and simple encapsulation is not sufficient for schemavariables with more than one successor.
We consider a graph G together with a vector β : ↔ V containing an encapsulation free basis of G. Let Y: V × E ↔ V × E * be the relation between edges and concrete paths containing them, defined by Y:= (Z` π`; cons) ; ; (I conc) . Returning to the transition from simple node set relations to explicit relations (see 5.2), we can put unique encapsulation to another use. A special case also guaranteeing the validity of <Φ > ; κ ; Φ`= Φ for general Φ is unique encapsulation of G 1 .
If G 1 is uniquely encapsulated, then a refined definition of Φ 2 (Def. 5.10) could make use of that fact in order to prevent unwanted interference, and only this way it would be possible to ensure (again via additional restrictions just as in the case of functions) that the composition of two relational homomorphisms is again a relational homomorphism.
Conclusion
This paper has two main aspects: On one hand the contribution to the theory of term graphs and term graph rewriting, on the other hand a case study on application of relational calculus.
In the first aspect we heavily draw on the foundations laid in [21, 22] , and extend our work there towards substituting relations for functions in the central rôles.
A first outlook on another use of our formalisation of second order term graphs has been presented in [20] ; there we use them for typing of functional programming languages with polytypic programming features.
A point to note is that although the explicit treatment of lower interval borders allows for more differentiations than the traditional node functions, this is not yet the full generality we would like to achieve. The ultimate freedom for intervals is reached when lower borders relate edge labels to sets of edges ending in the same node instead of just these nodes as in this paper -we postponed this move for the sake of the brevity of presentation.
One important direction for further research would be to extend the approach to be able to tackle the term graph representation systems used for optimal reduction in the λ-calculus such as [40, 42, 30, 25, 16, 2] .
In the second aspect of this paper we stress the usefulness of relational notation and calculus -we strongly feel that the results in [21, 22] and in this paper would not have been achieved without.
Although some concepts require a second thought for understanding, the relational formalisation in general still can serve as a support to understanding through its preciseness and high conciseness. A few times, even far more verbose explanation would probably not easily succeed to make the exposed concepts as clear and as usable in proofs as the relational expression.
Furthermore, wherever we succeeded to provide short formalisations, even if the underlying definitions are themselves more complicated, concise and calculational proofs are enabled, as can be seen in quite a few places here and in [21] . Sometimes, however, the conciseness of the definitions cannot hide the fact that the subject matter is complicated, with accordingly lengthy proofs.
But we also show some limitations; more complex subject matters such as in 5.3 can lead to expressions that are difficult to create, even more difficult to transform and manipulate, and that cloud the concepts involved through the heavy use of tuple manipulation combinators.
The problems can however be seen as mostly a feature of the linearity of the notation; a graphical notation such as that of [23] would help immensely -we have seen an example graph after Def. 5.6. One task for the future will definitely be to help this kind of graphical calculus to find acceptance and to create tools for it; we are certain that the use of relational methods could gain considerable impetus from the presence of supporting tools for graphical exposition and proofs and from general acceptance of presentation of relational expressions as graphs instead of as linear terms.
Summarising, we have employed the calculus of relations as a useful tool for a difficult application, and we usefully generalised that application by supplanting relations for functions, all in all making a strong case for using relations as the basis for formal argument.
